[Computer-assisted evaluation of a "medium resolution" HLA-DRB oligotyping of bone marrow donors].
One drawback of a 'medium resolution' generic dotblot oligonucleotide typing of the HLA-DRB locus has been the time consuming evaluation of the collected SSO-hybridisation datas. We developed a program on the basis of MS-ACCESS, written in visual basic, called HIDE (HLA Intelligent Data Evaluation) to manage this problem. HIDE offers a complete data management for the donor and the incoming sample, supports a membrane based data entry of the hybridisation-reactions and multiple testing of a sample. If an evaluation shows more than one matching allele combination, the result is summarized according to the main DRB-groups. The flexible structure of the program allows the entry of additional allelspecific reaction-patterns as well as the adaption to different SSO-typingsets.